
 Ridge Marketing Success Story

Tingley
Tingley boots and apparel have been keeping generations  
comfortable and safe for over 120 years. It was our goal to  
not only increase their sales, but to shine a light on the story  
of this family business that works so hard to protect the  
hard working.

The Challenge

Tingley was in search of a full-service marketing agency to help elevate 
the company’s brand, increase revenue from its e-commerce website 
and continue to grow its distribution channels and overall sales.

Our Strategy

Ridge Marketing took a phased approach, starting with 
competitive and customer research. We then updated 
their messaging and created a brand that focuses on the 
hardworking end user as the hero and positions Tingley as 
the brand that keeps them safe and dry. We also optimized 
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Actions/Deliverables

·	 Created a brand story and  
 key messages to be used   
 throughout all marketing

·	 Optimized the website for  
 organic search

·	 Rebooted Google Ads paid  
 search campaign

·	 Redesigned the web    
 homepage and navigation    
 structure for improved usability

 Results

SEO

30%  
increase  
invisibility

ridgemarketing.com

We are extremely pleased  
with Tingley’s digital  

marketing partnership with 
Ridge Marketing. Ridge  

cares about the work they do 
and have really taken our 

 digital marketing efforts to the 
next level.

— James Towey
Vice President of Marketing

the website for organic search and rebooted Google PPC campaign. In the 
next phase, we moved into content marketing, creating a marketing calendar 
and executing cohesive marketing campaigns to reach and engage with their 
growing customer base. 

·	 Launched a content    
 marketing campaign: emails,  
 web pages, social media, etc.

·	 Created infographics to  
 explain product uses  
 and industry standards

·	 Produced demo videos to   
 spotlight products/features

 Email Campaigns

10K  
subscribers  
added

Website

45%  
increase  
in visits

Revenue

70%  
increase in  
web revenue

100+  
keywords  
improved

30  
new Top 10 
keywords

25%  
increase in  
open rate

2x  
the click  
through rate

60%  
increase  
in transactions

Set New 
Record  
for monthly 
sales 
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